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When it comes to CCIE training then there is nothing better than Networkers Guru. This is an
institution where the best training gets conducted for every candidate. The CCIE course is now
the most popular one in the networking sector.

It is mainly an advanced level certification course which deals with various networking issue in
different industries. An individual after completing the course gets eligible to handle different
types of work on networking.
In this blog, we will be discussing CCIE collaboration in both written and lab exam. Earlier it
has been discussed that how these two examinations get conducted for the students in order to
acquire a certification.
Networkers Guru prepares every student in the most advanced way to approach the test and
the lab exam. The course over here has been designed for VoIP and Video solutions network.
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Every candidate who completes the training can get the opportunity to work with different
branches of Cisco like call manager express, Unified Communications, Unity connection and
much more.
The best part about the CCE collaboration training course at Networkers Guru is the syllabus
followed and the technology they use.
The complete syllabus that is followed is based on the curricular given by CISCO. The
institution prepares every candidate in the best possible way. Both the written test and
the lab exam need quite a good amount of knowledge.

The institution covers the entire syllabus within the specific time
of the course.
Networkers Guru uses the state of the art technology in running the courses for the
students. Some of the devices that are used in this are
Cisco Router
Cisco switches
E1/T1 Cards, PVDM3, SM-SRE Module
CISCO UCS
UCCX
IP phone

There is a growing demand for CCIE certification in the market. Every year the industry gets
some good candidate in this domain. Networkers Guru is now considered to be the best training
center in India to conduct the collaboration training for CCIE. Networkers Guru is the one of the
renowned institute for CCIE Routing , Switching & Collaboration
The complete program has been designed in a way that students get the best benefit from it.
Some of the features that are exclusively available at Networkers Guru in conducting this course
are
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Highly experienced trainer conducts every session- All the sessions are conducted by
experts from the industry. Students get a better coverage of the course from these
people.
Tips on how to crack the exams. There are several tips which can be obtained while
appearing for this kind of technical exams.
CISCO devices are used in the course of training.
Mock test and interviews are conducted for students.
A CCIE certification is indeed a big thing to achieve but before that one has to undergo the best
training which only Networkers Guru can provide.
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